Abstract
Introduction
Random walk is a special kind of approach for solving many recurrent problems arising in distributed systems. Due to their simplicity random walk based algorithms are specially suitable for dynamic systems. To implement a random walk all we need is to forward a packet from a node to one of its neighbor node selected at random. Moreover, wireless networks are particularly favorable to implement random walks due to the broadcast nature of the transmissions. Concrete applications of random walk algorithms include membership services [2] , group based communication [3] , search/query [1] , and routing [4] .
Random walk is inherently a sequential process, i.e., nodes are visited in a sequence one after the other. A small forward delay is thus an important requirement, especially when the number of nodes in the network is high. Due to the sequential visits of the walker, the improvement in the per hop delay is subject to a multiplicative factor. If we are able to reduce the delay by an amount, say δt, the overall reduction perceived by the end user is kδt, where k is the average number of steps required before the random walk terminates. For example, the number of steps before the algorithm described in [3] terminates, varies as k = O(n 3 ), where n is the number of nodes in the network. A reduction in per hop delay is then highly visible.
To implement a random walk based algorithm the usual approach is to design the protocol at the application level. Although this approach is clearly adequate in wired networks, e.g., in p2p applications, the wireless networks often have different constraints, for example, to minimize the energy consumption.
The critical part of a random walk is the implementation of a step of the walk, i.e., selecting a node at random and then sending the walker to it. This apparently simple problem is not trivial to solve efficiently in dynamic wireless networks. The usual approach to deal with changing neighbors requires the forwarding node to first discover its current neighbors and then forward the walker to one of them selected at random. Application layer neighbor discovery can be implemented straightforwardly by periodic beacons, which is a clear source of inefficiency. Each node is required to announce itself at a rate sufficiently high to be properly detected as soon as it enters the transmission range of the forwarding node. An alternative solution requires the forwarding node to discover the neighbors only when the walker is to be forwarded. The forwarding node in this case engages in a probing phase during which all neighbors are discovered. The problem with this solution is that a step of the walk may require a long delay. This is because in order to reduce collisions the response to the neighbor discovery packet has to be randomized over a sufficiently long time interval.
Contribution of this study
In this paper we propose a new random walk protocol which works on top of data link layer for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). This protocol assumes IEEE 802.11 MAC layer but uses only its broadcast primitive and it basic medium access mechanism. We compare the proposed protocol with a unicast based random walk protocol which not only uses the basic access mechanism but also the RTS/CTS collision avoidance mechanism of IEEE 802.11. The proposed protocol is not only robust and energy efficient but also incurs less overheads and delays.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some important background that is needed to understand the presented work. In Section 3 we propose and discuss a new pure random walk protocol that uses a distributed selection algorithm. Section 4 gives the simulation details followed by the simulations results in Section 5. Section 6 concludes our work and points out the directions for future work.
Background

Medium access mechanisms in IEEE 802.11
The protocols presented in this paper assume MAC IEEE 802.11 standard. Let us first briefly explain IEEE 802.11 basic access mechanism of Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). Suppose a node j wants to send DATA to node i, node j senses the channel to determine whether it is idle. If it is idle for a specified time interval the node j is allowed to transmit, otherwise the transmission is deferred until the ongoing transmission terminates. The deferred time known as backoff time. It is chosen at random. The backoff time decreases as long as the channel is idle. The node transmits when the backoff time reaches zero. The backoff procedure guarantees fair access to the shared medium to different nodes. The details of the backoff algorithm can be found in the [6] .
The DCF is extended with RTS/CTS mechanism [5] to solve the hidden terminal problem. Suppose a node j is interested in sending data to a node i, then the node j broadcasts a special Request-To-Send (RTS) packet. When a neighbor node other than node i receives this packet, it defers it's transmission for a specified period. When node i receives this packet it broadcasts a reply message called Clear-To-Send (CTS) to give permission to node j to send DATA. Any other node that receives CTS defers transmission until it receive ACK packet. In the third phase node j broadcast DATA to node i. In the fourth phase node i replies to node j with ACK packet. When node j receives this packet, it will stop its retry timer and if other nodes receive this packet they will resume their scheduled transmissions [7] . 
RandomW alk
A random walk on a given graph is a sequential visit that a token performs on the nodes of the graph in random order. There are several nice properties that make the random walk appealing for many concrete applications. Here we restrict ourselves to consider random walk as a search tool. An important metric of random walk is the mean hitting time. It is the expected number of steps or hops in random walk when a node i is visited for the first time starting from a node s [10] . An important property of random walk is that it eventually visits all nodes of the graph. Thus, if the search node belongs to the graph, eventually it is visited.
When random walk is used as a search algorithm the token is implemented as a query packet which contains the description of the node that is being searched. The query packet is forwarded from a node to one of its neighbor selected at random. This process is continued until either the target node is found or a termination condition like TTL expire, is met. Figure 1 shows the pseudocode of this protocol assuming that the underlaying network topology is time variant.
When a query packet arrives at a particular node, the algorithm terminates if it is a destination node otherwise the node starts a neighbor discovery phase, during which the node discovers the current neighbors (this is required since the neighbors change over time). After neighbor discovery phase, a neighbor is selected at random and query is forwarded to it. As the neighbor selection is done explicitly by the forwarding node, we refer this protocol as Random Walk with Centralized Selection (RW-CS).
Proposed protocol
In this section we propose an energy efficient and robust protocol of a Random Walk algorithm that uses Distributed Selection mechanism for selecting neighbors. The protocol is designed for dynamic systems e.g., systems composed of mobile nodes. Throughout this paper we shall refer to this protocol as RW-DS. 
Basic assumptions
The system consists of mobile nodes which can form wireless ad hoc network based on IEEE 802.11. The target node is present within the network. The network remains connected and there is a bidirectional connectivity between neighbor nodes at any time. The nodes can communicate only via a bcast(m) primitive. This primitive broadcasts the packet m using the local broadcast facility of the underlying MAC protocol, which uses the carrier sense and binary backoff mechanism to access the medium.
Protocol description
Our protocol is designed to work directly on top of data link layer. This allows to skip the hidden sources of inefficiency that characterizes the classical implementation over the network layer. The proposed protocol uses a fourphase messages exchange pattern, DATA/RTF/CTF/ACK as shown in the Figure 2 , which embeds an efficient and robust distributed selection logic. In the first phase, suppose a node j broadcasts DATA that is a query packet. In the second phase, each neighbor that receives the query replies by broadcasting a special packet called Request-To-Forward (RTF), with a random delay t1. In the third phase, after receiving the first RTF packet from a neighbor node, say node i, the node j broadcasts another special packet called Clear-To-Forward (CTF) that does two things. First it suppresses the transmission of any further CTF packets from the neighbors if these packets have not yet been transmitted and second it acts as a permission for node i to forward the query packet. In the fourth phase, the node i broadcasts the query, which also acts as an acknowledgement that CTF was received. Now if node i is a destination node then neighbors do not generate any further RTFs and the algorithm terminates otherwise the same four-phases are repeated. Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code of the proposed protocol. Some important remarks about it are as follows. We first briefly describe the packets used the protocol. The RTF packet informs the node, that just sent the query, that a neighbor node has received the query and is waiting for its approval to forward the query. The RTF packet header has three main fields. The RT F.bcastN ode contains the address of node that has broadcasted the RTF packet, RT F.destF ound is 1 if node broadcasting the RTF is the destination node and 0 otherwise and RT F.queryBcastN ode field contains the address of the node that has sent the query. CTF packet gives permission to forward the query packet only to the node whose RTF packet was received first. The important CTF packet fields in the pseudo-code given in Figure 3 are similar RTF packet fields. The query packet is a search packet that hops from node to node in search of a destination. This packet also acts as an acknowledgement to the reception of CTF packet. It also has fields similar to CTF and RTF packets.
There are three different timers that keep the protocol working properly. RT F T imer starts with the reception of the query (line 15). Each node, after receiving the query, replies with RTF after a random delay t1 (lines 15-18). The time t1 is equal to jitter(t2), where jitter is a function that selects a random time in the range [0, t2]. CT F T imer with an expiry time t3 controls the delay between rebroadcasts of CTF packets. When a node receives RTF, it broadcasts CTF immediately (lines 31-33). The node that sent the RTF packet when receives this CTF packet sets its queryT imer, which eventually broadcasts the query (lines 56-57). For all other nodes this CTF has the effect of canceling the corresponding RT F T imer timers if they have not already expired (lines 64, 65). Now if due to collision CTF packet is not able to reach the RTF sending node, then query will not be broadcasted and random walk will stop. To solve this problem the node rebroadcast CTF if query is not received within a specified time, say, time t3. The CT F T imer expires at the most 5 times (lines 32-36) or it is canceled (line 3). It is canceled on reception of a query packet, thus indicating that CTF was received correctly. queryT imer controls the time delay between rebroadcasts of a query packet. It may happen that a query is broadcasted but it does not reach any of its neighbors due to collisions. Random walk will stop in such cases. Query thus has to be rebroadcasted to keep the random walk going. queryT imer with expiry time of t4 controls the time delay between rebroadcast of the query. The rebroadcasts are done 5 times before giving up (lines 57-62). We shall explain tuning of these timers in section 4.1.
To avoid splitting of random walk the algorithm processes only the first RTF received and all later RTFs are discarded (lines 24, 26). This is done with the help of a flag RT F ReceptionEnabled which is initialized to 1. When RTF packet is received, it will only be processed if it meets the conditions given in line 24. After the reception of first RTF packet, the flag RT F ReceptionEnabled is set to 0 (line 26). This disables any further RTF packet processing until the node broadcast a query packet (line 53). There are also conditions imposed on processing CTF packet (lines 42-44). These conditions make sure that only that CTF packet is received which is part of the on going four-phase message exchange process. Once a node has broadcasted a query, it will not process another CTF packet until the node again receives and processes a query packet. This takes care of CTF packets generated due to uncanceled CT F T imer of neighbor nodes. A CT F T imer remains uncanceled (line 3) if it does not receives and processes a query packet, due to collisions. Note that the checking of if condition and setting the flag in lines from 23-26 and lines 42-44 are synchronized atomic processes, so that during these operations another received RTF or CTF packets can not access the flags.
Characteristics of the protocol
Bandwidth efficient The proposed protocol is bandwidth efficient as it generates less number of packets as compared to RW-CS. The efficiency comes from the fact that in RW-DS the selection and forwarding mechanisms are implicit, which means that the same broadcast packets are contributing for selection and forwarding. The RW-CS, whereas, results in much more packets. This is due to the following three reasons. Firstly, in RW-CS neighbor discovery and forwarding phases are distinct. Secondly, as RW-CS uses unicast, so the IP address has to be resolved before sending the unicast frame. To resolve the IP address ARP packets are used. Lastly, the unicast mechanism of IEEE 802.11 uses the RTS/CTS packets for reliable communication. Thus the aggregate effect is the generation of large number of packets.
Energy efficient Energy consumption of a node depends not only on the number of packets transmitted but also on the number of packets received. In the proposed protocol RW-DS, the total number of sent and received frames are much less as compared to RW-CS. This is because in RW-DS less number of packets are generated as explained previously and hence less number of packets are received resulting in less energy consumption as compared to RW-CS.
Robustness
In the proposed protocol, the selection takes place when the first RTF packet is successfully received by a node. If the first RTF packet is lost due to a collision then RTF from another neighbor can be received. So actually the robustness of the proposed protocol comes from the fact that reception of RTF from any neighbor node is sufficient whereas in RW-CS unicast is the cause of the fragility of the protocol. During the unicast mechanism the packets RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK are sent to specific nodes. If these nodes do not receive any of these packets, random walk will die out. Also in unicast the IP address has to be resolved to MAC address before transmission. This is accomplished by using ARP protocol in which an ARP request frame is broadcasted with a specific node as an intended recipient. In IEEE 802.11 the broadcast mechanism is unreliable as there is no acknowledgement scheme and no retransmission of broadcast in case of collisions.
Decreased source to destination delay
In RW-CS the forwarding node has to wait for the discovery of all or at least most of the expected neighbors before it decides the neighbor to send the query. This delay increases with the increased neighbor density. Whereas in RW-DS the first neighbor to reply is selected and the node can forward the query as soon as it receives the first RTF reply.
How this protocol is different from IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS mechanism This protocol seems like the IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS mechanism but actually it is quite different in its purpose and also in the way it works. The RTS/CTS mechanism is basically an access method and is an extension of Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) of 802.11 MAC protocol. This mechanism is used to get rid of hidden node problem in ad hoc networks [7] . The proposed protocol on the other hand is concerned with the random selection of one of the neighbor nodes and forwarding the query to that node. Also in the proposed protocol the DATA is sent in the first phase while in IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS mechanism DATA is sent in the third phase. Sending the data in the first phase has the advantage of implementing look ahead, which can greatly reduce the number of hops to search a destination. Due to space limitation we shall not go into the details of look ahead.
Simulation setup
To evaluate the proposed protocol we did detailed simulations using ns-2.30 [8] . We used 914 MHz Lucent Wave-LAN DSSS radio interface model available in ns-2 [8] . Each node has a transmission range of 250m and carrier sense range of 550m. We used two ray ground reflection model as the wireless propagation model. Each reading of the simulation was taken after minimum of 250 runs. To have independent different runs of each the simulation experiment we set the seed of the random number generator of ns-2 to heuristic.
We compared the proposed protocol with a standard implementation using three different scenarios. Grid scenario was chosen to validate the protocol, comparing it with the corresponding Markov Chain [9] simulations of the grid. In these grid scenarios we choose the extreme diagonal nodes as the source and destination nodes. In the second scenario the static nodes were placed randomly. Such type of scenarios have their importance in wireless sensor networks. The third scenario is for mobile ad hoc networks in which mobile nodes are initially placed uniformly at random. In the last two scenarios terrain is a flat area of 2000m x 1000m in Figure 4 . Immediate returns on a 10x10 grid which the source is fixed at (500m, 500m) and destination fixed at (1500m, 500m). Fixing source and destination assures that they are always at least some hops away. In case of mobility scenario, we choose random way point model. As we are interested in looking at the effects of mobility exclusively, so we choose zero pause time.
Tuning the protocol timers
The purpose of tuning timers in the proposed protocol is to achieve sustainable random walk that finds the destination with a minimum delay.
RTFTimer t2 has to be adjusted with the density of the neighbors. For more dense networks t2 should be chosen large and for less dense networks small value of t2 will be sufficient. We have also seen that if RT F T imer t2 is made very small the hitting time increases, as shown in Figure 4 for a grid topology. This increase in the mean number of hops is due to the increased immediate returns of the query packet, that is, cases in which a packet goes from node i to j and then comes back to i in the following hop. The reason for such a behavior is due to the backoff algorithm of IEEE 802.11. This behavior is explained as follows. Suppose that a query hops from node i to node j. Now node j has to send the query to a node selected randomly from one of its neighbors, which also include node i. As t2 is small so neighbors of node j reply with RTF within the short interval [0,t2], resulting in lot of collisions at node j. So the probability of receiving RTF from neighbors other than node i becomes very small. This is because the node i after sending CTF had a backoff and now receives the query broadcasted from a node j. The node j previously had collisions and supposedly was not able to receive any of the RTF packets. After the expiry of backoff time the node i broadcasts RTF packet. This RTF packet probably being the last to reply is received by node j and thus becomes the winner to forward the query. Thus the query goes from node j back to node i.
We set the t2 timer with a value little greater than time where the mean number of immediate returns are less in the graph shown in Figure 4 . A greater value allows us to use the same protocol in greater neighbor densities. For our simulation experiments we set t2 = 0.01 secs.
CTFTimer If CT F T imer t3 is small then there would be redundant CTF rebroadcasts and if t3 is large then in case of CTF collision a node has to weight unnecessarily long to receive subsequent CTF thus increasing overall delay. An ideal CT F T imer setting would be to have t3 a litter greater than the time required between sending the CTF and receiving the query. But this time depends on the network density. With more neighbor density more time should be given before CTF is rebroadcasted, and with less neighbor density the interval between sending CTF and receiving the query can be shorter. We set this time t3 = 0.1 secs.
queryTimer If the value of queryT imer t4 is short then there will be unnecessary rebroadcasts of query, which would consume resources like bandwidth and power of transmitting and receiving nodes. Selecting greater value of t4 would introduce unnecessary delays in case of collisions that render no RTF. To set t4 we suppose that at the most first RTF is received within time t2. Although MAC delay and rtt can also contribute in delay but since we are only interested in receiving the first RTF so we just select this timer equal to t2. We can also select a little greater or less than t2 but this will not have much effect on the delay per hop as only the first received RTF is processed. For simulation experiments we chose t4 = 0.01 secs. 
Simulation results
t speed for 60 nodes
We first simulated the protocols in grid scenarios. The graphs in Figure 5(a) show that random walks RW-CS and RW-DS have almost the same mean number of hops with respect to increasing grid nodes. To validate the proposed protocol in Figure 3 and the standard protocol in Figure 1 as a pure random walk protocol,we also did Markov Chain simulations [9] , discussed briefly in appendix. These simulations confirm that our both algorithms implement a pure random walk and are not biased towards having increased or decreased mean number of hops. Similarly the simulation graphs in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 7 (a) verify that the proposed protocol and the standard protocol behaves in a similar way in randomly placed nodes and mobile nodes scenarios respectively.
The remaining simulation results confirm our analytical discussion in Section 3.3 1 . The plots in Figures 5(d) , 6(d), and 7(d) show that total energy consumed by the system is much less in the RW-DS as compared to the RW-CS. Also we see that the decreased delay in searching time from source to destination in the proposed protocol is much less as compared to RW-CS. This can be seen for all the three different scenarios in Figures 5(c) , 6(c), and 7(c). As expected, the proposed protocol RW-DS is more robust under mobility scenarios as compared to the RW-CS. The hitting probability remains much high in RW-DS as compared to RW-CS as seen in Figure 8 .
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a protocol for pure random walk in which the selection for next hop is distributive. The protocol is broadcast based and has a four-phase message exchange procedure. We compared it with a unicast cast based standard random walk protocol. Simulation studies showed that the proposed protocol (i) is bandwidth efficient 1 The fluctuations in the plots of figure 6 and figure 7 can be minimized by taking large number of nodes and also large number of runs for each value, but this takes prohibitive long time using ns-2.
(ii) energy efficient and (iii) incurs less delays in searching from source to destination.
In future we plan to implement adaptive CT F T imer and queryT imer which will adjust the timers dynamically when a node moves in a network of variable density. In mobility scenarios often the cause of stopping of random walk is the selection of nodes at the edge of transmission range of the forwarding protocol. We plan to implement mechanisms to avoid selecting such neighbors to make the protocol more robust. The proposed protocol is for a single random walk. We plan to enhance the protocol to work for simultaneous random walks. In this work we have not considered any biasing mechanism that can reduce the number of hops from source to destination. We also plan to implement different biasing mechanisms on top of the proposed protocol to make random walk more practicable.
Appendix
To derive the hitting time for the grid topology, we exploit the Markov chain method [9] . Let p ij is the probability that the walk moves from node i to j and P the transition probability matrix. If t is the target node, then the matrix Q obtained from P by removing row t and column t contains the information needed for the hitting time computation. The hitting time of t starting from i is the i − th element of the column vector w, where w = (I − Q) −1 1
In this expression, 1 is a column vector all of whose entries are 1 and (I − Q) −1 is the fundamental matrix. I is identity matrix. The computation of the hitting time has been done numerically.
To exploit the method for the grid topology, the points of the grid are assigned coordinates w.r.t. a cartesian axis, with origin at the bottom-leftmost point of the grid. Let s = (i, j) be a grid point and ||s 1 
